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Low-velocity  impacts  in  strong  materials  have  re-
ceived relatively little attention from modeling studies
since the introduction of realistic strength and damage
models in impact hydrocodes [e.g., 1,2,3]. We present
the results of 3-D simulations of low-velocity impacts
to examine the dependence of crater  shape on target
strength and impact velocity in the range 0.5 km/s ≤ vi

≤ 2.0 km/s.   Our goals are to identify and understand
the origin of structural and morphometric relationships
characteristic  of strength-dominated craters  with  D ~
100 m.  This includes, for example, an investigation of
how the distribution of strength heterogeneities influ-
ences  crater  growth  and  final  planform  shape  [4-8].
This work has applications to understanding the small-
crater  population on Mars,  as  well  as leveraging the
morphometry of small craters to investigate the proper-
ties of planetary surface materials.
   Model description. The impact hydrocode iSALE-
3D was used to model impacts with velocities of 0.5,
1.0,  1.5,  and  2.0  km/s  in  a  symmetric  half  space
[9,10,11].  The impact  angles  were  30o,  45o,  and  90o

with respect to horizontal. The projectile was spanned
by 10 or 16 cells, with a cell size of 1 m or 0.625 m,
respectively (10 m projectile radius). We used a basalt-
like material model with high cohesive strength repre-
senting intact rock (“strong” target) and relatively low
strength representing intergranular cohesion in regolith
(“weak”  target).  Target  and  projectile  materials  are
characterized using a model of yield strength as a func-
tion of pressure, temperature, and damage [12], and a
damage model that describes scalar damage as a func-
tion of plastic strain [13]. The target is nonporous in all
cases.  Thermodynamic  response  is  described  by  an
ANEOS-derived equation of state table for basalt [14].
The model material and impact parameters are appro-
priate for understanding secondary impacts on Mars in
strong (e.g., lava plains) and weak materials (e.g., re-
golith or sediments).      
    Results: oblique impacts.  Momentum-dominated,
low-speed secondary impacts are known to produce all
of the following features: (a) taller rims downrange, (b)
preponderance of ejecta downrange, (c) steeper cavity
wall  uprange,  and  (d)  cavity  planforms  elongated
along-range  [15,16].  Impact  angle  may  vary  widely,
but is likely not shallower than ~30o  (see [3] for a re-
view).  We find that while features (b-d) are clearly ex-
pressed in our simulations for  both strong and weak
targets, the expected asymmetry of crater rim heights is
not  expressed  in  the  strong  target  case  (Fig.  1).
Strength-dominated craters differ from their weak-tar-

get  counterparts  in  all  of  the  following  ways:  (i)
smaller  diameters,  (ii)  smaller  depth/diameter;  (iii)
taller  rims  in  the  uprange direction;  (iv)  rims  are
shorter (1/3-1/4 the height of weak-target crater rims)
but  (v)  exhibit  greater  relief;  (vi)  planforms  exhibit
marked  deviations  from  a  smooth,  elliptical  shape.
The small-scale  deviations from symmetry are hypoth-
esized  to  result  from  strength  variations  created  by
shock damage during contact and compression.  
    Results: vertical  impacts.  To remove the along-
range elongation, we also examined the case of vertical
impacts for vi = 1 km/s in weak and strong targets.  As
expected, the weak-target  impact produces a uniform
rim  and  smooth,  continuous,  circular  planform,
whereas the strength-dominated crater has a discontin-
uous and irregular rim with significant relief.  We find
a correlation between planform radius (of rim or cav-
ity) and rim height as well as uplift (the latter quantity
is measured as the overall vertical displacement in up-
per crater walls).  The positive correlation between rim
height  and  rim  radius  was  not  observed  in  a  recent
study of small, well-preserved primary craters [17], but
should be  observed  in  populations of  well-preserved
secondary craters in young lava plains. 
     For  vi = 1 km/s, we find that the size of the final
cavity is comparable to the region damaged by the im-
pact shockwave.  To understand in more detail how fi-
nal  planform  shape  irregularities  are  influenced  by
strength irregularities, we compared the azimuthal de-
pendence of average strength to the azimuthal depen-
dence of final crater  radius.   In  particular,  we com-
puted the correlation between the average strength in
wedges measuring 20o wide and the radius of the final
crater  cavity  along  the  centerline  of  each  wedge.
(Each wedge is one computational cell deep (1 m) and
extends to 1.1R  for  average  radius  R).   The Pearson
correlation coefficient (ρs) for the comparison of these
quantities is shown in Fig. 2A as a function of time.  
    The correlation between strength and final cavity ra-
dius fluctuates dramatically in the first half second, and
then becomes strongly negative at ~0.7 s.  That is, the
final cavity planform is strongly negatively correlated
with the strength field when the crater  has grown to
about 75% of its final size.   In other words, strength
variations do not strongly influence crater shape until
the last 25% of crater growth for this case.   Fig.  2B
shows the standard deviation of cavity planform radius
normalized by average radius (σR/R) over time for the
weak  and  strong  targets.  In  the  latter,  the  deviation
from radial symmetry begins to climb at roughly the
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same time as ρs reaches its minimum value.  
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